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Article abstract
ABSTRACT
Unilineal Filiation or Double Descent in French Adoption
The study of adoption can help us to grasp how a given society defines descent,
children and thé family. In France for example, as in other western societies, a
single person can legally adopt a child, as it has been rediscovered by some
gays and lesbians, but this possibility seems to contradict thé fact that, in thé
same society, only married couples can adopt and only heterosexual couples
hâve a legitimate access to new reproductive technologies. This choice of
unilineal filiation in a social context where parenthood is strongly associated to
thé heterosexual couple, can best be understood if we take into account thé
history of légal adoption. The law edicted in 1804 was modeled on thé ancient
greek and roman adoptions which created an exclusively patrilineal kinship
tie. Later during thé nineteenth century and thé first half of thé twentieth
century, adoption by married couples increased continously while adoption by
a single person became mostly a women's choice. Their désire for motherhood
explains such a change, which had an important impact on thé institution of
adoption.
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